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Freidlin{Wentzell type large deviations results for processes with independent increments are
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1. Introduction
Let (p(!; t); t>0; ! 2 
) be a stationary Poisson point process with values in a
measurable space A. For any > 0, let us associate the Poisson random measure on
[0; T ] A:
N! =
X
s2D!; s6T
( s;p(!;s))
where T > 0, ! 2 
, (t; a) is the Dirac measure at (t; a) 2 [0; T ]A and D! is the do-
main of denition of p(!; ). We are interested in the random integrals R[0;T ]A  dN!
and the corresponding centred stochastic integrals
R
[0;T ]A  d ~N

! where  are mea-
surable functions on [0; T ]  A (R  d ~N is the usual L2-isometric extension of  7!R
 dN − E R  dN).
In this article, large deviations (LD) result as  tends to zero are proved for f ~Ng and
fNg which are viewed as random linear forms on spaces of functions  : [0; T ]A!
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R. As a corollary, LD results are obtained for Rd-valued processes fY g dened for
any 06t6T by
Y (t) = Y (t=);
where Y belongs to a class of Rd-valued processes with independent increments (in-
cluding all the Levy processes: i.e. with stationary independent increments) without
Gaussian component. Our results are of the following form:
 logP(N 2 A) 
!0
−I(A);  logP( ~N 2 A) 
!0
− ~I(A)
and
 logP(Y  2 B) 
!0
−J (B)
where A is a subset of the algebraic dual of some space of functions  on [0; T ] A
and B is a subset of the space D of cadlag paths y : [0; T ] ! Rd with y(0) = 0. A
rigorous statement of such results is in terms of large deviation principles.
1.1. Conventions
We keep the conventions for LD results which were adopted in the book by Dembo
and Zeitouni (1993). Let X be a Haussdorf topological space endowed with its Borel
-eld. A rate function is a [0;1]-valued lower semicontinuous function on X. It is
said to be a good rate function if its level sets are compact. A family fX g of X-valued
random variables is said to obey the large deviation principle (LDP) in X with rate
function I if for each open subset GX and each closed subset F X
lim sup
!0
 logP(X  2 F)6− inf
x2F
I(x)
and
lim inf
!0
 logP(X  2 G)>− inf
x2G
I(x):
If the lower bound holds for each open subset but the upper bound is valid only for
compact subsets of X; fX g is said to obey a weak LDP.
1.2. About the literature
Large deviation results for fNg acting on functions  satisfying E exp( R  dN )<1
for all > 0 have recently been obtained by Florens and Pham (1998) while LD results
for fY g had already been obtained by many authors. When Y is the Wiener process,
the LDP for fY g is given by Schilder’s theorem (Schilder, 1966). This has been
extended by de Acosta (1994, Theorem 1:2; 19xx, Theorem 6) to the case where Y is
any Banach-valued Levy process satisfying
E exp(jY (1)j)<1; 8> 0: (1.1)
A little earlier, Lipster and Pukhalskii (1992) had obtained similar LD results for
Rd-valued normalized semimartingales under integrability assumptions of the type (1.1).
In this situation, the LDP holds in D with the uniform convergence topology. This
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result was partially recovered later as a particular case of the Laplace principle by
Dupuis and Ellis (1997, Theorem 10:2:6) for a class of Markov processes whose large
deviations had already been investigated by Wentzell (1976a,b,1979,1982) and Freidlin
and Wentzell (1984). It seems that the rst work in this direction involving jump
processes is due to Borovkov (1967) who proved a LDP under (1.1) for real compound
Poisson processes.
Under the weaker assumption
E exp(0jY (1)j)<1 for some 0> 0 (1.2)
LDPs still hold for fY g with weaker topologies on D. Assuming that the sample
paths of Y have bounded variation, Lynch and Sethuraman (1987) have obtained the
LDP in dimension d = 1 with the weak topology (limn!1 yn = y if and only if
limn!1 yn(t) = y(t) for each 06t6T where y is continuous). In de Acosta (1994,
Theorem 5.2), this result is extended to the nite-dimensional case: d<1. Under
(1.2), with d = 1 but dropping the bounded variation assumption, Mogulskii (1993,
Theorems 2:5; 2:7) proves the LD lower bound for the weak topology together with
the LDP in the completion Ds of D with respect to some Skorokhod metric (D 6= Ds).
The rate function Is of this LDP on Ds is the greatest lower semicontinuous extension
of an explicit function I on D; hence for any AD; inf y2clD(A) I(y)>inf y2clDs (A) Is(y)
and inf y2intD(A) I(y)6inf y2intDs (A) Is(y). Therefore, the pullback of this LDP onto D is
not clear as it requires the identication of those AD which achieve equality in the
above formulas.
Under the assumption that the sample paths have bounded variations and EjY (1)j<1
(de Acosta, 1994, Theorem 5.2) states a LD lower bound for the weak topology.
Under the only assumption EjY (1)j<1, de Acosta also obtains a possibly non-
optimal LD lower bound for the uniform convergence topology (de Acosta, 1994,
Theorem 5.1).
1.3. Presentation of the results
The aim of this article is to obtain LD results for f ~Ng and fNg and to improve in
several directions the above LD results for fY g in the situation where (1.1) does not
hold. The bounded variation and (d= 1) assumptions are removed, the topologies are
strengthened and (under an exponential integrability assumption of the type (1.2)) the
requirement that the increments are stationary is removed. New alternate expressions
for the LD rate functions are also derived.
We shall take advantage of the Levy{Khinchin integral representation of Y (1) and
of duality results for Orlicz spaces associated with the log-Laplace transform of the
Poisson law.
In Section 2, we compute log E exp(
R
[0;T ]A  d ~N ) and log E exp(
R
[0;T ]A  dN ) in
terms of the characteristic measure of N , for a general function .
This log-Laplace evaluation is the rst step to obtain, in Section 3, weak LDPs for
f ~Ng and fNg considered as random processes indexed by time-independent functions
with no exponential integrability restrictions. Our proof mimics the usual approach to
Cramer’s theorem in Rd without exponential moments, via subadditivity arguments.
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In Section 4, we consider f ~Ng (resp. fNg) as random processes indexed by func-
tions  on [0; T ]A such that E exp( R[0;T ]A  d ~N )<1 (resp. E exp( R[0;T ]A  dN )
<1); 8jj60, for some 0> 0, and prove that they obey LDPs for the product
topology.
Let M stand for the space of Rd-valued (vector) measures on [0; T ] and (D;M)
be the topology of D weakened by M : limn!1yn = y if and only if for each  2
M; limn!1
R
[0;T ] yn d =
R
[0;T ] y d. The following topologies on D are ordered as
follows. The weak topology is weaker than the pointwise convergence topology which
is weaker than (D;M) which in turn is weaker than the uniform convergence topology.
The Skorokhod topology is stronger than the weak topology and weaker than the
uniform convergence one. It cannot be compared either with the pointwise convergence
topology or with (D;M). All these topologies, except the uniform one, generate the
same Borel -eld on D.
The results of Sections 3 and 4 are applied in Section 5 to prove LD results for fY g.
With Y a general Levy process on Rd (without Gaussian component), Theorem 5.1
states a weak LDP in D with the topology of pointwise convergence. Under an as-
sumption of the type of (1:2), Theorem 5.3 states a LDP for fY g in (D;M). Its
proof is based on the contraction principle applied to the LDPs of Section 4. It relies
on integration by parts formulas and on a dual representation result which are derived
in Appendix A.
In Section 6, explicit expressions for the rate functions of Section 5 are computed.
They extend to the multidimensional case (16d<1) previous results of Lynch and
Sethuraman (1987) and de Acosta (1994). Their derivation largely relies on a paper
by Rockafellar (1971).
As a consequence, we give in Theorem 6:3 a sucient condition for the optimality
of the LD lower bound in uniform convergence topology of de Acosta (1994).
2. The log-Laplace transform of a Poisson random measure
Let (
;F;P) be a probability space, and R a -nite nonnegative measure on a
standard measurable space (U ;U). We consider the Poisson random measure M built
on (
;F) and (U ;U) with intensity R. Let ER be the space of all the elementary
functions on (U ;U): f =
Pn
i=1 i5Bi where n>1; 1; : : : ; n 2 R and B1; : : : ; Bn are
disjoint subsets in the class fB 2 U;R(B)<1g. As usual, the stochastic integral
f 2 L2(U ; R) 7! RU f(u) ~M (; du) 2 L2(
;P) is the unique isometric extension of
f =
Pn
i=1 i5Bi 2 ER 7! (! 7!
Pn
i=1 i(M (!; Bi)− R(Bi))) 2 L2(
;P).
Our aim is to compute the log-Laplace transform of the law of ~M . Before stat-
ing this result in Proposition 2.2, we introduce some notations. Let us denote by
~ the log-Laplace transform of the centered Poisson law with parameter 1: ~(x) =
log Eex(X−EX ); x 2 R where X is Poisson (1) distributed. We have
~(x) = ex − x − 1; x 2 R:
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For any measurable function f on U , we dene the Luxemburg norm
jjfjj = inf

> 0;
Z
U
(f=) dR61

2 [0;1];
which is associated with the Young function
(x) := ~(jxj) = ejxj − jxj − 1; x 2 R:
The corresponding Orlicz spaces are
L(U ; R) := ff :U ! R; measurable; jjfjj <1g (2.1)
and
M(U ; R) :=

f :U ! R; measurable;
Z
U
(f) dR<1; 8> 0

:
Note that MLL2 where, in general, the inclusions are strict. The spaces M and
L are endowed with the norm jj  jj; they are Banach spaces.
Lemma 2.1. For any f 2 M(U ; R); we have
log E exp
Z
U
f d ~M

=
Z
U
~(f) dR 2 [0;+1[:
Proof. By an easy computation, in restriction to the elementary functions, we obtain
log E exp
Z
U
f d ~M

=
Z
U
~(f) dR; 8f 2 ER: (2.2)
We want to extend this identity to M(U ; R). This will follow from a continuity-density
argument. As ER is jj  jj-dense in M(U ; R) (see Rao and Ren, 1991), it remains to
check that the functions: G1(f) = log E exp(
R
U f d ~M) and G2(f) =
R
U ~(f) dR are
jj  jj-continuous on M(U ; R).
As ~ is a convex function and R is nonnegative, G2 is also convex. Its eective
domain is the whole space M(U ; R) and it is bounded above on the unit ball of
M(U ; R). Indeed, for any f 2 M, with jjfjj61, we have G2(f)6
R
U (f) dR61
(note that ~(x)6(x), 8x 2 R). Therefore, G2 is continuous on M(U ; R).
Let us now show that G1 is also continuous on M(U ; R). We have for some C> 0,

Z
U
f d ~M


;P
6Cjjfjj;R; 8f 2 ER; (2.3)
since for any f 2 ER

Z
U
f d ~M


;P
:= inf
(
b> 0; E ~
 
j RU f d ~M j
b
!
61
)
6inf
(
b> 0; E exp
 R
U f d ~M
b
!
+ E exp
 
− RU f d ~M
b
!
63
)
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= inf

b> 0; exp
Z
U
~

f
b

dR

+ exp
Z
U
~

−f
b

dR

63

6inf

b> 0;
Z
U
~
 jfj
b

dR6log(3=2)

6 jjfjj;R=log(3=2):
The rst inequality follows from ~(jxj)6 ~(x)+ ~(−x)=ex+e−x−2, the following equal-
ity follows from (2.2), the second inequality follows from max( ~(x); ~(−x))6 ~(jxj)
and the third one from (x)6(x) when 0661. Inequality (2.3) means that f 2
(ER; jj  jj;R) 7!
R
U f d ~M 2 (M(
;P); jj  jj;P) is continuous. Let I denote its contin-
uous extension to M(U ; R). For any f 2 M(U ; R), there exists a sequence (fn)n>1
in ER such that fn !
n!1 f in M
(U ; R). But this implies that fn !
n!1 f in L
2(U ; R).
Therefore, I(f)=limn!1
R
U fn d ~M=
R
U f d ~M . We have just proved that the stochas-
tic integral f 2 M(U ; R) 7! RU f d ~M 2 M(
;P) is continuous. In particular, (2.3)
extends to: jj RU f d ~M jj;P6jjfjj;R, 8f 2 M(U ; R) and for any f 2 M(U ; R)
such that jjfjj;R61=4, we get E ~(2j
R
U f d ~M j)61. As ex6 ~(2jxj) + 3, 8x 2 R, it
follows that E exp(
R
U f d ~M)6E ~(2j
R
U f d ~M j) + 364. Therefore, the convex func-
tion f 2 M(U ; R) 7! E exp(RU f d ~M) is bounded above on the open ball ff 2
M(U ; R); jjfjj;R < 1=4g, so that it is continuous on the interior of its eective do-
main. But, its eective domain is the whole space M(U ; R). Hence, f 2 M(U ; R) 7!
E exp(
R
U f d ~M) is continuous and so is its logarithm G1. This completes the proof of
the lemma.
Let us denote the log-Laplace transform of the Poisson(1) law:
(x) = ex − 1; x 2 R:
Proposition 2.2. (a) For any f 2 L2(U ; R); we have
log E exp
Z
U
f d ~M

=
Z
U
~(f) dR 2 [0;+1]:
(b) For any f 2 L1(U ; R); we have
log E exp
Z
U
f dM

=
Z
U
(f) dR 2 ]−1;+1]:
(c) If R is a bounded measure; for any measurable function f on U ; we have
log E exp
Z
U
f dM

=
Z
U
(f) dR 2 ]−1;+1]:
Remark. In (b), the meaning of
R
U (f) dR is
R
U ~(f) dR +
R
U f dR 2 [0;1] +
R= ]−1;1]. In (c), the meaning of RU (f) dR is RU (f+) dR+ RU (−f−) dR 2
[0;1] + ]− R(U); 0] ]−1;1].
Proof. Let us begin with (a). For any f 2 L2(U ; R) and k>1, let us put fk =
5f1=k6jfj6kgf. We have limk!1 fk = f pointwise and limk!1
R
U fk d ~M =
R
U f d ~M
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in L2(
;P). Hence, possibly extracting a subsequence, we get limk!1
R
U fk d ~M =R
U f d ~M , P-a.s. As fk belongs to M
(U ; R), it follows from Lemma 2.1 that
log E exp
Z
U
fk d ~M

=
Z
U
~(fk) dR=
Z
f1=k6jfj6kg
~(f) dR; 8k>1:
Using Fatou’s lemma and the monotone convergence theorem:
log E exp
Z
U
f d ~M

= log E lim
k!1
exp
Z
U
fk d ~M

6 lim inf
k!1
log E exp
Z
U
fk d ~M

= lim
k!1
Z
f1=k6jfj6kg
~(f) dR=
Z
U
~(f) dR:
Now, let us prove the converse inequality. Let f; g stand in L2(U ; R). By Jensen’s in-
equality, log E exp(
R
U f d ~M)>E
R
U f d ~M=0. If fg=0, then
R
U f d ~M and
R
U g d ~M are
independent and log E exp(
R
U (f+ g) d ~M) = log E exp(
R
U f d ~M) + log E exp(
R
U g d ~M).
As, for any k>1, we have fk(f − fk) = 0, it follows that
log E exp
Z
U
f d ~M

= log E exp
Z
U
fk d ~M

+ log E exp
Z
U
(f − fk) d ~M

> log E exp
Z
U
fk d ~M

=
Z
f1=k6jfj6kg
~(f) dR:
Letting k tend to innity, we obtain the desired inequality and (a).
Let us prove (b) and (c). In situation (b), E
R
U jfj dM =
R
U jfj dR<1. Therefore,R
U f dM is almost surely an absolutely convergent series.
In situation (c),
R
U f dM is almost surely the sum of nitely many terms.
Under (b) or (c), for any k>1, we have fk 2 L2(U ; R)\L1(U ; R). Hence,
R
U fk dM=R
U fk d ~M +
R
U fk dR and, with Lemma 2.1: log E exp
R
U fk dM =
R
U (fk) dR 2 R.
Let f>0. Then,
log E exp
Z
U
f dM = lim
k!1
log E exp
Z
U
fk dM (monotone convergence)
= lim
k!1
Z
U
(fk) dR
=
Z
U
(f) dR (monotone convergence):
Let f60. One obtains similar equalities, invoking the dominated convergence theorem
instead of the monotone convergence theorem for the rst equality. Indeed, we have
0< exp
R
U fk dM61, 8k>1. Therefore,
log E
Z
U
f+ dM =
Z
U
(f+) dR and log E
Z
U
f− dM =
Z
U
(f−) dR: (2.4)
On the other hand, since
R
U f+ dM and
R
U f− dM are independent random variables,
we obtain
log E
Z
U
f dM = log E exp
Z
U
f+ dM + log E exp

−
Z
U
f− dM

:
Together with (2.4), this gives the announced results.
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3. Large deviations for Poisson random measures without integrability conditions
Let (
;F;P) be a probability space, (Ft)t>0 a right continuous ltration of the
P-complete -eld F and (A;A) a standard measurable space. Let us consider an
A-valued point process (pt)t>0 built on (
;F). It denes an N[f1g-valued counting
random measure on [0;1[ A endowed with the product -eld B([0;1[)A:
N (!; dt da) =
X
s2D!
(s;ps(!))(dt da); ! 2 
;
where D! is the countable denition domain of t 7! pt(!). This process is assumed to
be (Ft)t>0-adapted in the sense that for any A 2A, N (!; [0; t]A) is (Ft)t>0-adapted.
Let  be a nonnegative -nite measure on (A;A). We suppose that p is a stationary
Poisson process with characteristic measure ; this means that N is a Poisson random
measure with intensity measure
R(dt da) = dt(da):
The associated stochastic integral is denoted by
R
[0;1[A g d ~N , g 2 L2([0;1[ A; R).
We x the terminal time T > 0. For all > 0 let us consider the -normalized
measure on [0; T ] A:
N(!; dt da) =
X
s2D!; s6T=
( s;ps(!))(dt da); ! 2 
:
For any A 2A such that (A)<1 and any > 0, 06t6T the law of N([0; t]A) is
P((t=)(A)), in particular EN([0; t]A)= t(A)=EN ([0; t]A) and Var(N([0; t]
A)) = t(A) = Var(N ([0; t] A).
Let us denote by L0 the space of all the measurable functions ’ : A 7! R, L1 =
L1(A; ) and L2 = L2(A; ), where -almost everywhere equal functions are identi-
ed. For any integer d>1, Ld0 ; L
d
1 and L
d
2 are the corresponding spaces of functions
’ : A 7! Rd.
For any  : [0; T ] A 7! Rd, provided that the integrals below are meaningful, one
denes
h ~N; i= (h ~N; ki)k6d with h ~N; ki= 
Z
[0;T=]A
k(t; a) ~N (dt da); k6d;
hN; i= (hN; ki)k6d with hN; ki= 
Z
[0;T=]A
k(t; a)N (dt da); k6d:
For any ’ 2 Ld0 , 06t6T , y 2 Rd, let
h ~Nt ; ’i= h ~N

; 5[0; t] ⊗ ’i;
hNt ; ’i= hN; 5[0; t] ⊗ ’i;
~I
’; t
(y) = sup
2Rd

  y − t
Z
A
~(  ’) d

;
I’; t(y) = sup
2Rd

  y − t
Z
A
(  ’) d

:
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Proposition 3.1. Let us x 06t6T; ’ 2 Ld0 . Then:
(a) If ’ 2 Ld2 ; fh ~N

t ; ’ig satises a weak LDP in Rd with rate function ~I
’; t
.
(b) If ’ 2 Ld1 ; fhNt ; ’ig satises a weak LDP in Rd with rate function I’; t .
(c) If ’ 2 Ld0 and (A)<1; fhNt ; ’ig satises a weak LDP in Rd with rate
function I’; t .
Proof. Let us begin with (b). Let > 0 and C be an open convex subset of Rd. We
dene Z = hNt ; ’i and  (1=) =−logP(Z 2 C) 2 [0;1]. Our proof follows step by
step, the proof of Cramer’s theorem for the empirical mean X of a random sample
in Rd, without any integrability condition (see Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Theorem
6:1:3), with Z in the part of X . We are going to check that   is sub-additive, i.e.
 (1=+ 1=)6 (1=) +  (1=); 8; > 0 (3.1)
and that
for any 0<0<1;  (1=1)<1) sup
2[0 ; 1]
 (1=)<1: (3.2)
Following (Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Lemma 6:1:11), these two results lead us to
the following
Lemma. For any U open convex subset of Rd; the limit lim!0  logP(Z 2 U ) exists
as an extended real number.
Once this result is established, the remainder of the proof of Proposition 3.1 is
analogous to the proof of Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Theorem 6:1:3). Hence, one gets
a weak LDP for fZg the rate function of which is the convex conjugate G(z) of
G() := lim
!0
 log E exp

1

h; Zi

;  2 Rd:
By Proposition 2:1b, we have
 log Eexp

1

h; Zi

=  log E exp
Z
[0;1[A
5]0; t=](s)  ’(a)N (dsda)

= 
Z
]0; t=]A
(  ’(a)) ds(da)
= t
Z
A
(  ’(a))(da)
for any > 0. Therefore, the limit G() = t
R
A (  ’(a))(da) 2 ]−1;+1] exists.
We nally obtain the right statement, noting that I’; t = G. It remains to prove (3.1)
and (3.2).
Let us show (3.1). For any 0<<0, let =0=(0−) and Z0=
R
[0;1[A 5]t=0 ; t=]
⊗ ’ dN . Remark that Z = Z0 with 0 =1 and that
Z = (=0)Z
0
+ (=)Z0 with (=
0) + (=) = 1;
Z0
L= Z

;
Z
0
and Z0 are independent:
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Taking these remarks into account together with the convexity of C, for any 0; > 0
with = (1=0 + 1=)−1, one obtains
P(Z
0 2 C)P(Z 2 C) = P(Z0 2 C and Z0 2 C)
6P((=0)Z
0
+ (=)Z0 2 C)
= P(Z 2 C)
which proves (3.1).
The proof of (3.2) relies upon the following result:
Lemma 3.2. Let 0<0<1. Under the condition (a); fh ~Nt ; ’i; 0661g is tight in
Rd. Under the condition (b) or (c); fhNt ; ’i; 0661g is tight in Rd.
Its proof is given after the proof of Proposition 3.1.
From this lemma, as in Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Lemma 6:1:14), one deduces
that for any convex open subset U of Rd satisfying P(Z1 2 U )> 0 for some 1> 0
(i.e.  (1=1)<1), there exists V U and b> 0 such that for  small enough
P(Z 2 U )>P(Z1 2 V )lP(jZj6b)
with P(Z1 2 V )> 0; P(jZj6b)> 0 and 1= = (l=1) + (1=); l 2 N;  2 1, from
which (3.2) follows.
The proof of the proposition under conditions (c) and (a) follows the same line,
invoking the corresponding statements in Proposition 2.2 and Lemma 3.2.
Proof of Lemma 3.2. Since P(maxk6d jhNt ; ’kij>b)6
P
k6d P(jhNt ; ’kij>b), it is
enough to prove the lemma with d= 1.
Under condition (a): ’ 2 L2, for any b> 0, by Chebychev’s inequality,
inf
0<61
P(jh ~Nt ; ’ij6b)>1−
T
R
A ’
2d
b2
!
b!1
1:
Under condition (b): ’ 2 L1. Similarly, we get
inf
0<61
P(jZj6b)>1− T
R
A j’jd
b
!
b!1
1:
Under condition (c): ’ 2 L0 and (A)<1. Let 0<0660. Since Z − Z0 =
(=0 − 1)Z0 +  R]t=0 ; t=]A ’ dN , for any > 0, we get
P(jZ − Z0 j>)6P(N (]t=0; t=] A)>1) + P((=0 − 1)jZ0 j>=2)
6 [1− exp(−(A)t(1=− 1=0))]
+P

(=0 − 1)
Z
]0; t=0]A
j’j dN >=2

:
We obtain that  7! Z is continuous in probability on [0;1[. It is a fortiori
weakly continuous, and so the image fLaw(Z); 0661g of the compact set [0; 1]
is weakly compact in the set of probability measures on Rd.
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Let L]2; L
]
1 and L
]
0 stand for the algebraic dual spaces of L2; L1 and L0, endowed
with the product topologies (L]2; L2); (L
]
1; L1) and (L
]
0; L0).
Let us x t = T . One can see f ~NTg as a random element on L]2 and fNTg as a
random element of L]0 (when (A)<1) or L]1.
Remark 3.3. As a stochastic integral, h ~NT ; ’i (resp. hNT ; ’i) is dened almost surely.
Hence, at most countably many h ~NT ; ’i (resp. hNT ; ’i) where ’ is the varying index,
can be considered simultaneously. But, this is the case for the events of interest since
for any Borel subset A of L]2 (resp. L
]
1 and L
]
0): 5f ~NT2Ag is the pointwise limit of
measurable cylinder functions of the form f(h ~NT ; ’1i; : : : ; h ~N

T ; ’pi).
We dene
IT2 (q) = sup
’2L2

hq; ’i − T
Z
A
~(’) d

; q 2 L]2;
I T1 (q) = sup
’2L1

hq; ’i − T
Z
A
(’) d

; q 2 L]1;
I T0 (q) = sup
’2L0

hq; ’i − T
Z
A
(’) d

; q 2 L]0:
Proposition 3.3. (a) f ~NTg satises a weak LDP in L]2 with rate function IT2 .
(b) fNTg satises a weak LDP in L]1 with rate function IT1 .
(c) If (A)<1; fNTg satises a weak LDP in L]0 with rate function IT0 .
Proof. Invoking Propositions 3.1 and A.2, one gets the weak LDP for f ~NTg with rate
function supd>1;’2Ld2 ;2Rdf  hq; ’i − T
R
A ~( ’) dg= IT2 (q). The proofs of (b) and
(c) are similar.
4. Large deviations for Poisson random measures with exponential moments
4.1. Some Orlicz spaces
In Section 2, the Young function (x) = ~(jxj) has been introduced. Similarly, let
us associate with  the Young function (x) = (jxj) = ejxj − 1, x 2 R. As in (2.1),
the corresponding Orlicz spaces are L(U ; R) and M(U ; R) endowed with the norm
jjfjj = inff> 0;
R
U (jfj=) dR61g.
Note that LL2, L = L \ L1 and if R(U)<1; then L = LL2L1. We also
have
 2 L , 5(jj61)  2 L2 and 90> 0;
Z
fjj>1g
e0jj dR<1;
 2 L , 5(jj61)  2 L1 and 90> 0;
Z
fjj>1g
e0jj dR<1;
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 2 L = L , 90> 0;
Z
U
e0jjdR<1 if R(U)<1:
Let (dtda) = dt(da) which is a measure on [0; T ] A.
For any Young function ; M is the space of functions f such that for all > 0;R
(jfj) dR<1. We write L() = L(A; ); M() = M(A; ) and L( ) =
L([0; T ]A; ); M( )=M([0; T ]A; ). Their d-dimensional analogues are Ld ();
Md (); L
d
 ( ) and M
d
 ( ).
Let us introduce two function spaces on [0; T ] A:
~L= f : [0; T ] A 7! R; (t; a) = (t; a) + (t; a)’(a);  2 M( );  2 L1( );
’ 2 L()g;
L= f : [0; T ] A 7! R; (t; a) = (t; a) + (t; a)’(a);  2 M( );  2 L1( );
’ 2 L()g:
Their algebraic dual spaces ~L
]
and L] are endowed with their pointwise convergence
topologies ( ~L
]
; ~L) and (L];L).
We are going to encounter the rate functions
~I(n) = sup
2 ~L

hn; i −
Z
[0;T ]A
~() dt d

; n 2 ~L];
I(n) = sup
2L

hn; i −
Z
[0;T ]A
() dt d

; n 2L]:
Let us state the main result of this section.
Theorem 4.1. (a) f ~Ng satises the LDP in ~L] with the good rate function ~I .
(b) fNg satises the LDP in L] with the good rate function I.
For measurability considerations, see Remark 3.3.
Remark. If ~L (resp. L) is replaced by M( ) (resp. M( )), this weaker result
can be proved easily by means of Gartner{Ellis’ theorem, since in this situation the
log-Laplace transform which is given in Lemma 2.1 is a steep function.
The basic technical result for the proof of Theorem 4.1 is the following lemma.
Lemma 4.2 (Exponential estimates). Let d>1; R>0; > 0.
(a) For any  2 Ld ( );
P

max
k6d
jh ~N; kij>R

62d exp

−1


R
maxk6d jjk jj − 1

:
(b) For any  2 Ld( );
P

max
k6d
jhN; kij>R

62d exp

−1


R
maxk6d jjk jj − 1

:
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Proof of Lemma 4.2. The proofs of (a) and (b) are similar. Let us prove (b). Let 
stand in L( ), (with d= 1). For any ; > 0, by Proposition 2.2b, we have
P(hN; i>R)6 e−R=E exp



hN; i

= exp

1


−R+
Z
[0;T ]A
() d 

6 exp

1


−R+
Z
[0;T ]A
(jj) d 

:
Choosing = 1=jjjj, one obtains P(hN; i>R)6exp[(1=)(−R=jjjj + 1)].
One concludes with P(maxk6d jhN; ij>R)6
P
k6d [P(hN; ki>R) +
P(hN;−ki>R)].
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The proofs of (a) and (b) are similar. Let us prove (b).
Step 0. The goodness of the rate function is a consequence of Banach{Alaoglu
theorem applied to the dual pairing (L; L

), see Leonard (1996, Corollary 2:2) for
more details.
Step 1. Let d>1; 06t6T; ’ 2 Ld be xed. Letting R tend to innity in
Lemma 4.2b; one sees that fhNt ; ’ig is exponentially tight. Because of Proposition
3.1b, it follows that fhNt ; ’ig satises the full LDP in Rd with rate function I’; t . As
a supremum of continuous ane functions, I’; t is convex and lower semicontinuous.
One deduces from the exponential tightness and the lower bound that I’; t is also a
good rate function (see Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Lemma 1.2.18).
Step 2. Let d>1; J>1; 0 = t06t16   6tJ6T and ’1; : : : ; ’J 2 Ld be xed.
Taking the independence of the increments into account, the result obtained in Step 1
together with Lemma A:1 lead us to the LDP for f(hN; 5]tj ;tj+1]⊗’ji)06j6J−1g in RdJ
with the rate function (y1; : : : ; yJ ) 7!
P
06j6J−1 I
’j; tj+1−tj (yj):
It follows from the contraction principle applied with the continuous transformation
S(y1; : : : ; yJ ) =
P
j yj, that fhN;
P
06j6J−1 5]tj ; tj+1] ⊗’jig obeys the LDP in Rd with
rate function I2(y) = inff
P
06j6J−1 I
’j; tj+1−tj (yj); y1; : : : ; yJ such that
P
j yj = yg.
Since S is linear, I2 is still convex (its epigraph is the linear transform of a convex
epigraph). Since S is continuous, I2 is still a good rate function.
Step 3. By Lemma 4.2b, we get the following exponential approximation estimate.
For any ;  2 Ld( ), with R=> 0 arbitrarily small, lim sup!0  logP(maxk6d jhN;
k − kij>)6 − (=maxk6d jjk − k jj) + 1. It follows that for any sequence
( n)n>1jj  jj-converging to  in Ld( ), the sequence hN;  nin>1 is an exponential
approximation (see Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Denition 4:2:14) of hN; i:
lim
n!1 lim sup!0
 logP

max
k6d
jhN; nk − kij>

6− lim
n!1

maxk6d jjnk − k jj
+ 1 =−1:
But, any function in Ld is the jj  jj-limit of simple functions of the formP
06j6J−1 5]tj ; tj+1]⊗’j with ’j 2 Ld: the simple functions are dense in M and jjn’−
’jj6jjn − jj1jj’jj. Hence, by (Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Theorem 4:2:16a),
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the LDP of Step 2 yields a weak LDP for fhN; ig for any  2 Ld with a convex
lower semicontinuous rate function I3 (the explicit form of I3 is given in (Dembo
and Zeitouni, 1993, Theorem 4:2:16a). Again, letting R tend to innity in Lemma
4.2b, one sees that fhN; ig is exponentially tight; this proves that fhN; ig satises
the full LDP in Rd with the good (Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Lemma 1:2:18) rate
function I3.
Step 4. As a direct consequence of the Dawson{Gartner’s theorem on projective
limits of LDPs (Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Theorem 4:6:9), we obtain a LDP for
fNg in L] with a convex good rate function I4.
Step 5. It remains to compute I4. Since it is a good rate function, the conditions of
Laplace{Varadhan theorem (Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Theorem 4:3:1) are fullled.
Together with Proposition 2.2b, this theorem states that for any  2L such that there
exists > 1 with
R
[0;T ]A (jj) dt d<1, we have
H () := lim
!0
 log Eexp

1

hN; i

= sup
n2L]
fhn; i −I4(n)g := G(): (4.1)
By Proposition 2.2b, H () =
R
[0;T ]A () dt d. With l =min(; l); l>1, we get
lim
l!1
H (l) = H ()61: (4.2)
Taking advantage of 0>0 and keeping track of the abstract form of I4 expressed in
terms of limits, sup and inf of I2’s, one can show that I4(n)<1 implies that n>0.
Consequently, G() = supn>0fhn; i −I4(n)g, so that G(l)6G(); 8l>1:
With (4.1): H (l) = G(l); 8l>1; by (4.2), we get H ()6G(); 8 2L. In par-
ticular, H () =1) G() =1.
Now, let us pick  2L such that H ()<1. If  stands in the intrinsic core of the
eective domain of H, there exists > 1 such that
R
[0;T ]A (jj) dt d<1. With
(4.1), we obtain H () = G(). If  stands on the intrinsic boundary of the eective
domain of H and H ()<1, since  2 R 7! H () 2 ]−1;1] and  2 R 7! G() 2
] − 1;1] are convex lower semicontinuous, considering the limits as  " 1 and the
equalities H (l) = G(l); 8l>1, we see that H () = G(). We have just proved that
sup
n2L]
fhn; i −I4(n)g=
Z
[0;T ]A
() dt d; 8 2L:
As I4 is convex and (L];L)-lower semicontinuous, this proves that
I4(n) = sup
2L

hn; i −
Z
[0;T ]A
() dt d

which is the desired result.
As  is -nite, there exists a sequence (Ak)k>1 of measurable subsets of A such
that [k>1Ak =A and (Ak)<1; 8k>1. A continuous linear form n of L( ) is said
to be singular with respect to  if there exists a nonincreasing sequence (Bl)l>1 of
measurable subsets of [0; T ]  A such that for all k>1, liml!1 (([0; T ]  Ak) \
Bl) = 0 and for all  2 L( ), hn; 5([0;T ]Ak )nBli = 0. The topological dual space of
(M( ); jj  jj) is L( ) where  is the convex conjugate of  (see Rao and Ren,
1991). While, the topological dual space L? ( ) of (L( ); jj  jj) is L( )  Ls( )
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where Ls( ) is the space of all continuous forms which are singular with respect to
 (see Kozek, 1979, Theorem 2:2). This means that any n 2 L? ( ) can be uniquely
decomposed as
n= na + ns (4.3)
where na 2 L( ) and ns 2 Ls( ). Similar results hold for the Young function 
instead of . The convex conjugates of ~ and  are given for any x 2 R by
~(x) =
8<
:
(x + 1) log(x + 1)− x if x>− 1;
1 if x =−1;
+1 if x<− 1
and
(x) =
8<
:
x log x − x + 1 if x> 0;
1 if x = 0;
+1 if x< 0:
Proposition 4.3. (a) For any n in ~L
#
; we have
I(n) =
8><
>:
Z
~

dna
d 

d +supfhns; i; 2 L( );
Z
~() d <1g if n2 L?T ( );
+1 otherwise;
where n= na + ns is the decomposition (4:3).
(b) For any n in L#; we have
I(n) =
8><
>:
Z


dna
d 

d +supfhns; i; 2 L( );
Z
() d <1g if n2 L? ( );
+1 otherwise:
Proof. See Leonard (1996, Theorem 6:2).
5. Large deviations for processes with independent increments
Let us x the dimension d>1. We are going to deduce from our previous results,
LDPs for the cadlag Rd-valued processes with non-stationary independent increments
Y (t) v= c(t) +
Z
[0; t]A
0(t; a)5fj0(t; a)j61g ~N

(ds da)
+
Z
[0; t]A
0(t; a)5fj0(t; a)j>1gN(ds da) (5.1)
where 0 is a xed measurable Rd-valued function on [0; T ]  A with some required
integrability property, c is a deterministic cadlag path (with c0 = 0) and
v= means that
the processes are cadlag versions. Let D = fx 2 D([0; T ];Rd); x0 = 0g stand for the
set of the sample paths of these processes.
Under the assumptions that 05fj0j61g belongs to L2( ), (j0j> 1)<1 and c 2
D, (5.1) is the general expression for a (-normalized) Rd-valued process with nonsta-
tionary independent increments (see Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987).
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The law of Y − c is a probability measure on D solution to the martingale problem
associated with the generator given for any g 2 C1;10 (]0; T [ Rd) by
@tg(t; z) +
1

Z
A
[g(t; z+ 0(t; a))−g(t; z)− 0(t; a)  rzg(t; z)]5fj0(t; a)j61g(da)
+
1

Z
A
[g(t; z + 0(t; a))− g(t; z)]5fj0(t; a)j>1g(da):
Its Levy measure is (1=)   (0)−1. The special cases
~X

t
v=h ~N; 5[0; t]0i and X t v=hN; 5[0; t]0i; t 2 [0; T ] (5.2)
correspond respectively to the situations where c(t) = − R[0; t]A 05j0j>1 d  with
05j0j>1 in L1( ) and c(t) =
R
[0; t]A 05j0j61d  with 05j0j61 in L1( ).
5.1. Without integrability assumptions
If 0 does not depend on t: 0(t; a) = ’0(a),
Y (t) v= t+
Z
[0; t]A
’0(a)5fj’0(a)j61g ~N

(ds da)
+
Z
[0; t]A
’0(a)5fj’0(a)j>1gN(ds da) (5.3)
with  2 Rd, is a general Levy process without Gaussian component.
For any  2 Rd, we dene
G’0 ()=
Z
A
[ ~(  ’0(a))5fj’0(a)j61g + (  ’0(a))5fj’0(a)j>1g](da);  2 Rd:
Let S stand for the space of the Rd-valued simple functions on [0; T ]: (t) =P
16l6L l5]tl−1 ;tl](t), with L>1; l 2 Rd; l6L and 0 = t0<t1<   <tL = T . The
relevant rate function is
J’0S (y) = sup
2S
Z
[0;T ]
  (dy −  dt)−
Z
[0;T ]
G’0 (t) dt

; y 2 D;
where
R
[0;T ] dx has the obvious meaning:
P
l l [x(tl)−x(tl−1)], for any  2 S; x 2 D.
Theorem 5.1. Let us dene Y  as in (5:3). We assume that ’05fj’0j61g 2 Ld2 and
(j’0j> 1)<1. Then; the family of Levy processes fY g obeys a weak LDP in D
endowed with the topology of pointwise convergence with the rate function J’0S .
Proof. This is not a direct consequence of the previous results but a consequence of
their proofs. The deterministic part t is treated by means of the contraction principle.
We take = 0 in the remainder of the proof.
The starting point is similar to Proposition 3.1 where one considers Z =
h ~Nt ; ’5j’j61i + hNt ; ’5j’j>1i. As a sum of independent random variables, it gives
 log E exp ((1=)h; Zi) = t RA [ ~(  ’)5j’j61 + (  ’)5j’j>1] d.
Let 0 = t0<t1<   <tL = T . The random vectors Y tl − Y tl−1 ; l6L are indepen-
dent and Y tl − Y tl−1
L= Y tl−tl−1 . Combining a slight modication of Proposition 3.1 with
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Proposition A.1, we obtain a weak LDP for (Y tl − Y tl−1 )l6L with the rate functionP
l6L supl2Rdfl  ul − (tl − tl−1)
R
AG’0 (l) dg where ul 2 Rd; 16l6L.
As the application F : (u1; : : : ; uL) 7! (u1; u1 + u2; : : : ; u1 +    + uL) is one{one
and bicontinuous, by the contraction principle we obtain a weak LDP for (Y tl)l6L =
F(Y t1 − Y t0 ; : : : ; Y tL − Y tL−1 ) with rate functionX
l6L
(tl − tl−1) sup
l2Rd

l  zl − zl−1tl − tl−1 − G’0 (l)

=
X
l6L
sup
l2Rd
(
l  zl − (tl − tl−1)G’0
 X
i>l
i
!)
= sup
1 ;:::;L2Rd
(X
l6L
l  zl −
X
l6L
(tl − tl−1)G’0
 X
i>l
i
!)
(with l = l − l+1 and L+1 = 0).
One concludes with Proposition A.2 which states a weak LDP for projective limits.
Remark. Under the assumption: ’05fj’0j61g 2 Ld1 , the sample paths x belong to the
space Vr of right continuous paths with bounded variations. Their generalized deriva-
tives _x belong to M : the set of bounded Rd-valued measures on [0; T ]. Since x(0)=0; _x
is an unambiguous description of x. Identifying x and _x, one is allowed to consider
the usual weak topology on M ; transfered on Vr , it is still called the weak topology.
It is weaker than the pointwise convergence topology.
In de Acosta (1994), the large deviation lower bound is proved for the weak topology
assuming that ’05fj’0j61g 2 Ld1 .
5.2. With integrability assumptions
Let ~L
d
(resp. Ld) be the space of Rd-valued functions on [0; T ]  A with their
components in ~L (resp. L). In this subsection, 0 is a xed function in ~L
d
and we
consider Y  as dened in (5.1).
For any  2 B: the space of bounded measurable Rd-valued functions on [0; T ], we
dene
h _Y ; i :=
Z
[0;T ]
(t)  dY t = h ~N

;   (05fj0j61g)i+ hN;   (05fj0j>1g)i (5.4)
(in this denition we state c = 0 in (5.1)). This allows us to consider _Y

as a ran-
dom element in the algebraic dual space B] of B; see Remark 3.3 for measurability
considerations.
Let V‘ (resp. Vr) be the space of left (resp. right) continuous Rd-valued functions
on [0; T ] with bounded variations. We denote by V]‘ the algebraic dual space of V‘
and by V?‘ its subspace of continuous elements for the uniform convergence topology.
Let us denote by M the space of bounded Rd-valued measures on [0; T ].
Let B? be the topological dual space of L1Rd([0; T ]; dt). Clearly, M B]. We shall
consider the -weak topologies (B]; B); (B?; B) and (M;V‘).
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Note that if 0 2Ld, then _Y  stands almost surely in M .
The rate functions of interest are given by
IB() = sup
2B

h; i −
Z
[0;T ]
G0 (t; t) dt

;  2 B];
IV () = sup
2V‘

h; i −
Z
[0;T ]
G0 (t; t) dt

;  2 V]‘ ;
where, for any t 2 [0; T ];  2 Rd,
G0 (t; ) =
Z
A
[ ~(  0(t; a))5fj0(t; a)j61g + (  0(t; a))5fj0(t; a)j>1g](da):
Theorem 5.2. Let us x 0 and dene _Y

as in (5.4):
(a) If 0 2 ~Ld; f _Y g satises the LDP in B] for the topology (B]; B) with the good
rate function IB.
(b) If 0 2 Ld; f _Y g satises the LDP in B? for the topology (B?; B) with the
good rate function IB (restricted to B?).
(c) If 0 2 Ld; f _Y g satises the LDP in M for the topology (M;V‘) with the
good rate function IV (restricted to M).
Proof. Noting that 0  2 ~L (resp. 2L) whenever  2 B and 0 2 ~Ld (resp. 2Ld),
following step by step the proof of Theorem 4.1, replacing (t; a) by 0(t; a)  (t) and
hn; i by hn; 0  i= h; i, one proves the LDP of (a) and two weaker versions of the
LDP of (b): in (B]; B) with rate function IB and in (V]‘ ; V‘) with rate function IV .
Noting that _Y

is M -valued when 0 2 Ld, one completes the proofs of (b) and (c)
with Lemma 6.4 and Dembo and Zeitouni (1993, Lemma 4:1:5b).
Let us introduce the linear application 	 :V]‘ ! M] dened for any  2 V]‘ by
h	(); iM];M = h; ([; T ])iV]‘ ;V‘ ; 8 2 M: (5.5)
We will transfer the LDP for _Y

to the LDP for Y , by means of the application 	.
We keep the notations _Y

for its restriction to V‘B. Considering _Y  as a random
element in V]‘ , Proposition B.1b and (B:2) provide us with
	( _Y

) = Y  − c; (5.6)
where Y  is seen as a random element in DM].
The space D is now endowed with the -weak topology (D;M): a sequence (xn)n>1
converges towards x in (D;M) if and only if limn!1
R
[0;T ] xn(t)  (dt) =
R
[0;T ] x(t) 
(dt); 8 2 M .
Considering Dirac measures, one shows that this topology is stronger than the topol-
ogy of the pointwise convergence. In restriction to Vr , it is also stronger than the weak
topology (see Remark after Theorem 5:1) which is (Vr;Mna) where Mna M is the
set of nonatomic measures.
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We will prove that the rate function for fY g is given for any y 2 D by
J 0M (y)=
8<
:sup2M
Z
[0;T ]
(yt − ct)   (dt)−
Z
[0;T ]
G0 (t; [t; T ]) dt

if y−c 2Vr;
+1 otherwise:
Theorem 5.3. Let us x 0 in ~L
d
and dene Y  as in (5:1). Then; fY g satises the
LDP in D for the topology (D;M) with the good rate function J 0M .
Proof. A weaker version of Theorem 5.2c is the LDP for f _Y g in V]‘ for the topology
(V]‘ ; V‘) with rate function IV . As 	 is continuous for (V
]
‘ ; V‘) and (M
];M), the
contraction principle and (5.6) lead us to the LDP for fY g in (M];M) with the good
rate function J (y) = J0(y − c) where J0(x) = inffIV ();  2 V]‘ ;	() = xg; x 2 M].
Suppose that x2M] satises J0(x)<1. Then, there exists 2V]‘ such that IV ()<1
and 	() = x. By Lemma 6.4,  belongs to M and by Lemma B.2, 	() = x implies
that x belongs to Vr and = _x. Therefore, for any x 2 M]; J0(x) = IV ( _x) if x 2 Vr and
J0(x) =1 otherwise. According to (B.1),
J 0M (x) = IV ( _x); 8x 2 Vr: (5.7)
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Remark. A slight modication of the proof of Theorem 4.1 combined with a projective
limit approach to the pointwise convergence topology, allows us to state the LDP for
fY g in D with the pointwise convergence topology and the rate function:
y 7! sup
2MS
Z
[0;T ]
(yt − ct)   (dt)−
Z
[0;T ]
G0 (t; [t; T ]) dt

;
where MS is the space nitely supported Rd-valued measures on [0; T ].
6. The rate functions
In this section, we give alternate expressions for the rate functions of Section 5.
6.1. Without exponential integrability assumptions
We are going to work with the rate function J’0S of the weak LDP for the Levy
processes fY g dened in (5.3). With = 1 and t = 1 we get
Y := Y 1(1) = +
Z
[0;1]A
’05fj’0j61g d ~N +
Z
[0;1]A
’05fj’0j>1g dN
the log-Laplace transform of which is denoted, for any  2 Rd, by
H () = log E exp(  Y ) 2 ]−1;1]:
We also write domH = f 2 Rd;H ()<1g which is its eective domain and
intdom H the interior of domH in Rd.
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Lemma 6.1. (a) For any y 2 D; J’0S (y) = sup2S
 R
[0;T ]   dy −
R
[0;T ]H (t) dt
}
.
(b) Assuming that intdomH is not empty; for any y 2 Vr;
J ’0S (y) = sup
2C
Z
[0;T ]
t  _y (dt)−
Z
[0;T ]
H (t) dt

:
Remark. The expression in (b) has already appeared in de Acosta (1994).
Possibly modifying the dimension d, one may always assume that intdomH is not
empty without loss of generality.
Proof. (a) Because of Proposition 2.2, for any  2 Rd; G’0 () = log E exp
(
R
[0;T ]A ’05fj’0j61g d ~N

+ log E exp(  R[0;T ]A ’05fj’0j>1g dN ). Since these variables
are independent, we get:   + G’0 () = H (), from which the result follows.
(b) For any y 2 Vr , we have J’0S (y) = I’0S ( _y) with
I’0S () = sup
2S
Z
[0;T ]
t   (dt)−
Z
[0;T ]
H (t) dt

;  2 M: (6.1)
Let us show that in the above identity: sup2S = sup2C .
We shall need the following preliminary result. Let (un)n>1 be a sequence of func-
tions on [0; T ] such that 06un(t)61; 8t 2 [0; T ] and limn!1 un(t)= 1; dt-almost ev-
erywhere. Then, for any measurable Rd-valued function  on [0; T ] with
R
[0;T ] H (t) dt
<1, we have
lim
n!1
Z
[0;T ]
H (un(t)t) dt =
Z
[0;T ]
H (t) dt: (6.2)
Because of 06 ~(uv)6 ~(v); 806u61; v 2 R; 06(uv)6(v); 806u61; v>0 and
−16(uv)60; 06u61; v60, owing to the dominated convergence theorem, both the
integrals on the right-hand side of the following identity converge:Z
[0;T ]
H (un(t)t) dt =
Z
[0;T ]A
[ ~(un  ’0)5fj’0j61g+(un  ’0)5fj’0j>1;’0>0g] d 
+
Z
[0;T ]A
(un  ’0)5fj’0j>1;’0<0g d :
This proves (6.2).
Note that H is convex (Holder’s inequality) and lower semicontinuous (Fatou’s
lemma) on Rd. Hence, it is continuous on intdomH .
Let us show that sup2S>sup2C . As sup2C = sup2C;
R
H ()<1, we restrict our
attention to  2 C such that R[0;T ]H (t) dt <1. The sequence n = (1 − 1=n)
uniformly approximates  with its values in intdomH . By (6.2), for any  2 M;
limn!1 (
R
[0;T ] n d−
R
[0;T ]H (n(t)) dt)=
R
[0;T ]  d−
R
[0;T ]H ((t)) dt. Therefore, sup2C=
sup2C;
R
H ()<1; ([0;T ]) intdom H . Let  2 C be such that
R
[0;T ] H (t) dt <1 and
([0; T ]) intdomH . As it is uniformly continuous, it is approximated by n 2 S
with n([0; T ]) intdomH . But, H is uniformly continuous on a compact neighbour-
hood of ([0; T ]), consequently H  n uniformly converges to H  . It follows that
limn!1 (
R
[0;T ] n d−
R
[0;T ]H (n(t)) dt)=
R
[0;T ]  d−
R
[0;T ]H ((t)) dt and sup2S>sup2C .
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Now, let us prove that sup2C>sup2S . For all 06a<a+1=n6b−1=n<b6T; n>1;
we dene the function na;b(t)=5]a;a+1=n](t)n(t−a)+5]a+1=n;b−1=n](t)+5]b−1=n;b](t)n(b−
t); 06t6T . It is a continuous function with 06na;b61 and limn!1 
n
a;b = 5]a;b[. As
sup2S=sup2S
R
H ()<1, we consider  2 S such that
R
[0;T ] H (t) dt <1. We approx-
imate  =
P
l l5]tl−1 ;tl] dt-almost everywhere by n =
P
l l
n
tl−1 ;tl for large enough n.
Taking (6.2) into account, we obtain limn!1
R
[0;T ] n d−
R
[0;T ] H (n(t)) dt=
R
[0;T ]  d−R
[0;T ]H ((t)) dt. This proves the inequality sup2C>sup2S and completes the proof of
the lemma.
We introduce the Lagrangian associated with Y :
La(v) = sup
2Rd
f  v− H ()g 2 [0;1]; v 2 Rd
and its recession function
Ls(w) = lim
u!1
La(uw)
u
2 [0;1]; w 2 Rd:
We dene C’−10 R
d as the closed convex cone with vertex 0 generated by the
support of the image measure   ’−10 2 M . It is a closed convex cone. We say that
a closed convex cone C is acute if C n f0g is a subset of an open half-space of the
vector space spanned by C.
It is assumed below that ’05fj’0j61g 2 Ld1 . In this situation, one can rewrite (5.3)
Y (t) = t +
Z
[0; t]A
’0(a)N(ds da) (6.3)
with  =  − RA ’05fj’0j61gd 2 Rd; and Y  has bounded variation sample paths
(see the Remark after Theorem 5.1).
Theorem 6.2. Let us assume that ’05fj’0j61g 2 Ld1 ; (j’0j> 1)<1 and that
C’−10 is acute. Then; the rate function of the weak LDP satised by fY
g dened
in (6:3); is given for any y 2 D; by
J’0S (y)=
8>><
>>:
Z
[0;T ]
La

d _y a
dt (t)

dt+
Z
[0;T ]
Ls

d _y s
d (t)

(dt) if y 2Vr and _y is
( + C’−10 )-valued;
+1 otherwise;
where _y = _y a + _y s is the decomposition in absolutely continuous and singular parts
of _y 2 M with respect to the Lebesgue measure dt on [0; T ] and  is any bounded
nonnegative measure on [0; T ] such that _y s is absolutely continuous with respect to
 (e.g.  = j _y sj).
Proof. Let us rst check that the eective domain of J’0S is a subset of Vr . With
C = f 2 Rd;   ’060, -a.e.g, we see that
C’−10 = fv 2 R
d; v  60; 8 2 Cg (6.4)
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and
C’−10 is acute if and only if C
 spans Rd: (6.5)
Let us take y 2 D such that J’0S (y)<1. For any 0 2 Rd; 06a<b6T; u 2
R, choosing  = u05]a;b] in sup2S and denoting F’0 () =
R
A (  ’0) d =
R
A  
’05fj’0j61gd + G’0 (); we get supu2Rfu0  ((yb − ya)=(b − a) − ) − F’0 (u0)g =
supu2Rfu0  ((yb−ya)=(b−a))−H (u0)g6J’0S (y)=(b−a)<1. Therefore, 0  ((yb−
ya)=(b−a)−) stands in the closure of f(d=du)F’0 (u0)=
R
A 0 ’0eu0’0 d; u 2 Rg.
It comes out that
0

yb − ya
b− a − 

60; 80 2 C: (6.6)
Hence, for any 0 2 C; t 7! 0  (yt − t) is a nonincreasing function. As, owing to
(6.5), C spans Rd, it follows that y has bounded variation.
On the other hand, (6.6) and (6.4) lead us to (yb−ya)=(b−a) 2 +C’−10 ; 806a
<b6T . This implies that _y is a ( + C’−10 )-valued measure.
As by (6.5), intdom H is nonempty, we can invoke Lemma 6.1b: 8y 2 Vr; J ’0S (y)=
I’0S ( _y)=sup2Cf
R
[0;T ] t  _y t dt−
R
[0;T ] H (t) dtg; _y 2 M (see (6.1)). Now, the expression
of J’0S which is stated in the theorem is a result of Rockafellar (1971, Theorem 6).
Note that the assumptions of Rockafellar (1991, Theorem 6) are satised: since H does
not depend on t, it is convex and lower semicontinuous and intdom H 6= ;.
Under the only assumption EjY j<1, de Acosta (1994, Theorem 5:1) has proved a
LD lower bound for fY g with the uniform topology and the rate function given for
any y 2 D by J’0S (y) if y is continuous and +1 otherwise. This lower bound rate
function may not be optimal in the sense that it may not match the upper bound rate
function (for compact sets). The second part of the next corollary states a sucient
condition for this uniform lower bound to be optimal.
Corollary 6.3. Let us assume that in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 6:2;
domH is a cone. Then; for any y 2 D;
J’0S (y) =
8>><
>>:
Z
[0;T ]
La

d _y
dt (t)

dt if y is absolutely continuous
and _y is ( + C’−10 )-valued;
+1 otherwise:
Let us assume now that in addition to the hypotheses of Theorem 6:2; domH is a
cone and EjY j<1. Then; fY g obeys the LD lower bound on Vr endowed with the
uniform convergence topology with rate function J’0S as above.
Proof. The rst statement is a direct consequence of Rockafellar (1971, Corollary 1A).
The second statement is a direct consequence of de Acosta (1994, Theorem 5:1).
6.2. With exponential integrability assumptions
While proving Theorems 5.2 and 5.3, the following result has been used.
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Lemma 6.4. Let 0 be in ~L
d
. Then; dom IBB? and dom IV M .
Proof. Let us show that dom IBB?. Let us take  2 B]. For any  2 B;  2 R,
we have
R
[0;T ]G0 (t; t) dt =
R
[0;T ]A ~(  0) d  +
R
[0;T ]A   05fj0j>1g d 6R
[0;T ]A (jj 0) d + jj
R
[0;T ]A j 05fj0j>1gj d . As, h; i6
R
[0;T ] G0 (t; t) dt+
IB(); with
= 1jj  0jj;  + jj  05fj0j>1gjj1; 
;
we get
jh; ij6 (2 + IB())(jj  0jj;  + jj  05fj0j>1gjj1; )
6 2(2 + IB())jj0jj1; jjjj1
with jjjj1 = dt-ess supt2[0;T ] jt j. Therefore,  2 B? whenever IB()<1.
Let us prove dom IV M . We obtain similarly, for any  2 V]‘
jh; ij62(2 + IV ())jj0jj1; jjjj; 8 2 V‘
with jjjj = supt2[0;T ] jt j. Therefore, if IV ()<1, then  2 V?‘ . But, V?‘ = M by
Theorem B.3. This completes the proof of the lemma.
We introduce some notions and notations which will be useful to state the next
result. For any t 2 [0; T ],
Z (t) =
Z
[0;1]A
0(t; a)5fj0(t; a)j61g ~N (ds da)+
Z
[0;1]A
0(t; a)5fj0(t; a)j>1gN (ds da):
Its log-laplace transform is
log E exp(  Z (t)) = G0 (t; );  2 Rd:
We dene the associated Lagrangian
La(t; v) = sup
2Rd
f  v− G0 (t; )g 2 [0;1]; v 2 Rd
and its recession function
Ls(t; w) = lim
u!1
La(t; uw)
u
2 [0;1]; w 2 Rd:
Any element  2 B? can uniquely be decomposed as
= a + s (6.7)
where a 2 M is absolutely continuous with respect to dt and s is dt-singular. This
means that there exists a nonincreasing sequence (Tk)k>1 of Borel subsets of [0; T ]
such that limk!1
R
Tk
dt = 0 and for all  2 B, hs; 5[0;T ]nTk i = 0 (see for instance
Castaing and Valadier, 1977).
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Theorem 6.5. Let 0 be in ~L
d
.
(a) For any  2 B];
IB() =
8>>>><
>>>>:
Z
[0;T ]
La(t;
da
dt (t)) dt
+supfhs; i;  2 B;
Z
[0;T ]
G0 (t; t) dt <1g if  2 B?;
+1 otherwise;
where = a + s is the decomposition (6:7).
(b) Let us assume in addition that  0 := f(t; ) 2 [0; T ]Rd;  2 intdom(G0 (t; ))g
satises  0 = int cl 0 . Then; for any  2 V]‘ ;
IV () =
8<
:
Z
[0;T ]
La

t; dadt (t)

dt +
Z
[0;T ]
Ls

t; dsd (t)

 dt if  2 M;
+1 otherwise;
where = a + s is the decomposition of the measure  2 M in absolutely continuous
and singular parts with respect to dt and  is any nonnegative measure on [0; T ] with
respect to which s is absolutely continuous.
(c) Under the assumptions of (b); we also have for any y 2 D; J 0M (y)= J 
0
0
M (y− c)
with
(J 0M )
0(x) =
8<
:
Z
[0;T ]
La

t; d _xadt (t)

dt +
Z
[0;T ]
Ls

t; d _xsd (t)

 dt if  2 Vr;
+1 otherwise;
where _x= _xa + _xs is the decomposition of the measure _x 2 M in absolutely continuous
and singular parts with respect to dt and  is any nonnegative measure on [0; T ] with
respect to which _xs is absolutely continuous.
Proof. (a) We have shown in Lemma 6.4 that dom IBB?. Hence, the expression
for IB() is given in Rockafellar (1971, Theorem 1). Indeed, the assumptions of this
theorem are satised since G0 (; 0)  0 2 L1(dt) and with t = EZ (t); we get _ 2
L1(dt) and t 7! La(t; _t ) = 0 2 L1(dt).
(b) We have shown in Lemma 6.4 that dom IV M . As in Lemma 6.1, one can prove
that for all  2 M; IV () = sup2V‘f g = sup2Cf g. Hence, the expression for IV () is
given in Rockafellar (1971, Theorem 5). Indeed, the assumptions of this theorem are
satised: 0 2 ~Ld implies that the interior of domG0 (t; ) is nonempty for all t 2 [0; T ]
and the assumption  0 = int cl 0 means that the multifunction t 7! domG0 (t; ) is
fully lower semicontinuous (see Rockafellar, (1971, Lemma 2).
(c) It is deduced from (b) by means of (5:8).
Remark. If 0 belongs to M( ), i.e. 05fj0j61g 2 L2( ) and
R
[0;T ]A exp(j0j)
5fj0j>1g d <1; 8> 0; then
R
[0;T ] G0 (t; t) dt <1; 8 2 B and dom IBL1(dt).
Similarly, in this case J 0M (y)<1 implies that y − c is absolutely continuous.
If 0 does not depend on t, the assumption on  0 in (b) and (c) is satised.
In the case d = 1, the expression (c) has been derived in Lynch and Sethuraman
(1987) and de Acosta (1994) via martingale methods.
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We conclude with a dual equality. Let us dene ~La(v)= sup2Rdf  v−
R
[0;T ]A ~( 
0) d g2 [0;1]; v 2 Rd and its recession function ~Ls(w) = limu!1 ~La(uw)=u 2
[0;1]; w 2 Rd:
Corollary 6.6. Let 0 stand in ~L
d
. Then; f ~X g (dened at (5:2)) obeys the LDP in
(D;M) with the good rate function given for any y 2 D by
~J
0
M (y) =
8<
:
Z
[0;T ]
~La

t; d _y adt (t)

dt +
Z
[0;T ]
~Ls

t; d _y sd (t)

 dt if y 2 Vr;
+1 otherwise;
where _y= _ya+ _ys is the decomposition of the measure _y 2 M in absolutely continuous
and singular parts with respect to dt and  is any nonnegative measure on [0; T ] with
respect to which _ys is absolutely continuous.
Moreover; for any y 2 D;
~J
0
M (y) = sup
2M
Z
[0;T ]
yt  (dt)−
Z
[0;T ]A
~(([t; T ])  0(t; a)) dt (da)

= inf

~I(n); n 2 ~L]; hn; ([; T ])  0i=
Z
[0;T ]
yt  (dt); 8 2 M

:
Proof. As ~X

corresponds to Y  with ct = −
R
[0; t]A 0(s; a)5fj0(s; a)j>1g ds(da); the
LDP is Theorem 5.3 where ~J
0
M (y) = sup2Mf
R
[0;T ] [yt +
R
[0;T ]A 0(s; a)5fj0(s;a)j>1g ds
(da)]  (dt) − R[0;T ] G0 (t; ([t; T ]) dtg (use (B.1) to transform this identity) is ex-
pressed by means of Theorem 6.5c. Because of the uniqueness of the rate function of
a LDP (see Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993, Lemma 4:1:1) and owing to the contraction
principle applied to Theorem 4.1 with the (weakly) continuous application  : ~L
] !
M] dened for any  2 ~L] by h(n); i = hn; ([; T ])  0i, 8 2 M , we obtain that
last equality.
Appendix A. Two abstract results
Proposition A.1. Let X and Y be regular Haussdorf topological spaces. We assume
that fg and fg satisfy weak LDPs on X and Y with lower semicontinuous rate
functions I and J . Then; f⊗g satises a weak LDP on XY with rate function
I  J . Moreover; I  J is lower semicontinuous on X Y.
Proof. This result is a slight modication of Lynch and Sethuraman (1987,
Lemma 2:8).
The result of Dawson and Gartner (1987) about projective limits of LDPs is usu-
ally stated for full LDPs with good rate functions (see Dembo and Zeitouni, 1993,
Theorem 4:6:1). In our context, projective limits of weak LDPs with lower semicon-
tinuous rate functions are needed.
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Let (J;6) be a partially ordered right ltering family and X = lim Yj be the pro-
jective limit of the topological spaces (Yj)j2J . The canonical projections pj : X 7! Yj,
j 2 J , are continuous.
Proposition A.2. Let fg be a family of probability measures on X = lim Yj; en-
dowed with its Borel -eld; such that for any j 2 J; f  p−1j g satises a weak
LDP with rate function Ij. Suppose that for any j 2 J; Ij : Yj 7! [0;1] is lower
semicontinous and that for any i6j in J : Ii pi6Ij pj. Then; fg satises a weak
LDP with rate function I(x) = supj2J Ij  pj(x); x 2 X.
Proof. Let us prove the lower bound. For any open subset G of X and any x 2 G,
there exists j 2 J and an open subset Vj of Yj such that x 2 p−1j (Vj)G. Therefore,
lim inf
!0
 log (G)> lim inf
!0
 log   p−1j (Vj)>− Ij(Vj)>− Ij  pj(x)
>− sup
j2J
Ij  pj(x)
which gives the desired lower bound.
Let us prove the weak upper bound. Let C be a compact subset of X. Since pj is
continuous, pj(C) is a compact subset of Yj. It follows from the weak upper bound
in Yj that for any j 2 J
lim sup
!0
 log (C)6 lim sup
!0
 log   p−1j (pj(C))6 infx2C Ij  pj(x):
Hence, lim sup!0  log (C)6− supj2J inf x2C Ij  pj(x). One completes the proof of
this upper bound with the next lemma.
Lemma. Let (J;6) be a partially ordered right ltering family and ffj; j 2 Jg
a family of lower semicontinuous functions on a topological space X which is non-
decreasing: 8i; j 2 J; i6j ) fi6fj. Then; for any compact subset C of X; we have
sup
j2J
inf
x2C
fj(x) = inf
x2C
sup
j2J
fj(x):
Proof. Let us give a proof of this standard result. Let A = supj2J inf x2C fj(x) and
B= inf x2C supj2J fj(x). Clearly, A6B. Let us show that B6A. If A=1, the result is
immediate. Suppose now that A<1. Since fj is lower semicontinuous, C is compact
and A<1, Dj := f(x; y) 2 CR; fj(x)6t6Ag is a compact subset of XR. As fj
is lower semicontinuous, it attains its inmum at some point x of the compact C, and
because of denition of A: fj(x) = inf x2C fj(x)6A. Consequently, Dj is non-empty.
It follows from our assumptions that fDjgj2J is a right ltering decreasing family
on nonempty compact sets. Therefore,
T
j2J Dj is nonempty. This means that there
exists (x0; t0) 2 C  R such that supj2J fj(x0)6t06A. Finally, B6A. This completes
the proof of the lemma.
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Appendix B. Some duality results
We study functional spaces which are used in Section 5 to prove the LDP for fY g
under exponential integrability assumptions.
Let V‘ (resp. Vr) be the space of left (resp. right) continuous Rd-valued functions
on [0; T ] with bounded variations. We denote by V]‘ the algebraic dual space of V‘
and by V?‘ its subspace of continuous elements for the uniform convergence topology.
Let us denote by M the space of bounded Rd-valued measures on [0; T ].
Proposition B.1 (Integration by parts). (a) Deterministic formula : For any  2 M
and  2 V?‘ ; we have ([; T ]) 2 V‘; ([0; ]) 2 Vr andZ
[0;T ]
([0; t])  (dt) = h([; T ]); iV‘;V?‘ :
where ([0; ]) stands for h5[0; ]; i.
(b) Stochastic formula : For any  2 M and 0 2 Ld2( ) we haveZ
[0;T ]
~X

t  (dt) =
Z
[0;T ]A
([t; T ])  0(t; a) ~N(dtda) in L2(
;P):
where ~X

is dened in (5:2).
Remark. Let us note that if ;  2 M :Z
[0;T ]
([0; t])(dt) =
Z
[0;T ]2
5f06s6t6Tg (ds)(dt)
=
Z
[0;T ]
([s; T ])(ds); 8;  2 M: (B.1)
As a consequence, in view of (5.2), we also have for any  2 M and 0 2 Ld1( )Z
[0;T ]
X t  (dt) =
Z
[0;T ]A
([t; T ])  0(t; a)N(dtda) almost surely: (B.2)
Proof. As the proof easily reduces to the dimension d= 1, we take d= 1.
Let us prove (a). Any  2 V?‘ is relatively bounded (with respect to the natural order
on the Riesz space V‘). Therefore, it admits a Jordan decomposition = + − −. As
a consequence, ([0; ]) belongs to Vr . Similarly, since  = + − −, ([; T ]) belongs
to V‘. These Jordan decompositions allow us to reduce the proof to the case where 
and  are nonnegative.
Let us take  2 M ,  2 V?‘ , ; >0 and denote A(t) = ([t; T ]); t 2 [0; T ]. It is a
nonincreasing function in V‘. Hence, it can be uniformly approximated by a sequence
(An)n>1 of simple functions of V‘. Let n 2 M be dened by n([; T ]) = An. An easy
computation gives, for any n>1,Z
[0;T ]
([0; t])  n(dt) = hAn; iV‘;V?‘ : (B.3)
As  is continuous with respect to the uniform topology on V‘, we get limn!1hAn; i=
hA; i. Since ([0; ]) is right continuous and nondecreasing it can be decomposed as
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([0; ]) = fcont + fjump where fcont is continuous and fjump is its jump part: fjump =P
k k5Uk , where k > 0 and the Uk ’s are of the form Uk=[s; t[\ [0; T ]. As n weakly
tends to , we get limn!1
R
[0;T ] fcont dn=
R
[0;T ] fcont d. We also have
R
[0;T ] fjump dn=P
k kn(Uk) and n(Uk) = An(t) − An(s) !n!1 A(t) − A(s) = (Uk). It follows that
limn!1
R
[0;T ] fjump dn=
R
[0;T ] fjump d. Putting these convergences together with (B.3),
we obtain the desired identity.
Let us prove (b). For simplicity, the proof is written with =1. Let  n stand in E ,
see the beginning of Section 2 for the denition of ER. Because of (B.1), we have
almost surely
W (([; T ]) n) =
Z
[0;T ]
W (5[0; t] n)(dt); (B.4)
where W is the stochastic integral with respect to ~N which is dened as the isometry
from L2( ) to L2(P).
Let 0 belong to L2( ). Consider the approximation  n !
n!1 0 in L2(
),  n 2 E .
Since,
R
[0;T ]A j([; T ])( n − 0)j2 d 6jj([0; T ])2jj n − 0jj22;  !n!1 0, we get
W (([; T ]) n) !
n!1 W (([; T ])0) in L
2(P): (B.5)
We also have Ej R[0;T ] fW (5[0; t] n)−W (5[0; t]0)g(dt)j26 R[0;T ] fEjW (5[0; t]( n−0))j2g
jj(dt)6jj([0; T ])jj n − 0jj22;  !n!1 0. Therefore,Z
[0;T ]
W (5[0; t] n)(dt) !
n!1
Z
[0;T ]
W (5[0; t]0)(dt) in L2(P):
This convergence together with (5.2), (B.4) and (B.5) completes the proof of the
proposition.
There is a one{one correspondence between Vr and M : for any x 2 Vr , there exists
a unique m 2 M such that x=m([0; ]) and for any m 2 M , x=m([0; ]) stands in Vr .
We denote
x = _x([0; ]); x 2 Vr; _x 2 M:
Lemma B.2. The application 	 dened in (5:6) is a linear injection. Its restriction
to V?‘ is one-one from V
?
‘ to Vr M]. Moreover;
	() = ([0; ]); 8 2 V?‘ ;
	−1(x) = rV‘( _x); 8x 2 Vr;
where rV‘(m) is the restriction to V‘ of the measure m 2 M .
Proof. For any  2 V]‘ , 	() = 0, h; ([; T ]i= 0, 8 2 M , = 0, since ([; T ])
describes V‘ when  describes M . Hence, 	 is an injection.
For any  2 M ,  2 V?‘ , we have h	(); i = h([; T ]); i =
R
[0;T ] ([0; t])  (dt),
where the rst equality is the denition of 	 and the second one in Proposition B.1(a).
This is 	() = ([0; ]) which stands in Vr as proved in Proposition B.1.
Similarly, for any x 2 Vr ,  2 M , h	(rV‘( _x)); i=
R
[0;T ] ([t; T ]) _x(dt)=
R
[0;T ] xt (dt),
which is 	−1(x) = rV‘( _x).
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This lemma together with the basic identity =	−1 	(),  2 V?‘ , leads us to the
following corollary.
Theorem B.3 (Representation of V?‘ ). For any v 2 V?‘ ; there exists a unique m 2 M
such that
h; i=
Z
[0;T ]
  dm; 8 2 V‘:
Conversely; the restriction rV‘(m) of any m 2 M to V‘ stands in V?‘ .
In other words, V?‘ is isomorphic to M .
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